
  

Specially Designed for Cleaning
High Power CO2 Laser Lenses

Composed of special non-scratch fabric, EZ Clean Wipes 

deposit a pre-measured amount of ethanol, which is ideal 

for routine cleaning of laser lenses. 

A single wipe cleans one lens in a matter of seconds, 

replacing a five-step procedure using ethanol, cotton swabs 

and lens paper.

Ophir EZ-Clean™ and EZ Clean™ Plus Packages each include 24 ready-to-use wipes; A few seconds cleaning translates into 

longer lens life-time and  significantly shorter down-time for our customers' lasers.

People and Products You Can Rely On

WIPES FOR
LENS CLEANING

EZ Clean™ Plus, Ophir's most   recent innovative wipe, is used 

for deeper cleaning of optical laser lenses in conjunction with 

Ethanol based EZ Clean™ Wipes (see above).

When deeper cleaning is required, EZ Clean™ Plus wipes 

are used to counteract the quick-drying effect of the ethanol

with a vinegar-based solution that separates dust and other

contaminants from the lens surface more effectively.

A final once-over with a new Ethanol based wipe removes 

any residue, and in a matter of seconds the lens is clean and 

ready for use.

Ophir Optics EZ Clean™ and EZ Clean™ Plus are innovative disposable wipes for routine cleaning and deeper cleaning of 

optical High Power Laser Lenses. Composed of special non-scratch fabric, the liquid dipped wipes deposit a pre-measured amount 

of quick-drying cleaning fluid that leaves no residue.



Step 4: 
Turn the lens upside down

Step 3: 
Using an "S" motion, wipe from top to bottom

Step 5: 
Turn the EZ CleanTM  wipe to the other side

Step 6: 
Using an "S" motion, wipe from top to bottom

Step 7: 
Properly dispose the wipe and package

Routine Lens Cleaning Instructions Using
EZ Clean™ Wipes

Step 1: 
Separate one EZ CleanTM wipe

Step 2: 
Take out the folded EZ CleanTM wipe

LENS CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS USING EZ-Clean™

 WIPES



Step 10: 
Turn the lens upside down

Step 11: 
Turn the EZ CleanTM  Plus wipe to the other side

Step 12: 
Using an "S" motion, wipe from top to bottom

Step 13
Properly dispose the wipe and package

Deeper Cleaning With
EZ Clean™ Plus Wipes

Step 9: 
Using an "S" motion, wipe from top to bottom

Step 8: 
Take out the folded EZ CleanTM Plus wipe

: Step 14
Repeat steps 1-7 with a new EZcleanTM wipe,
in order to remove residues

LENS CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS USING EZ-Clean™

 WIPES



• Wearing finger cots or rubber gloves

• Using Ophir lens holder

• Clean working environment
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keep package away from hot surfaces
Warning: Cleaning liquid is flammable;

To maximize effectiveness of cleaning with
EZclean™ wipes we recommend:

CONTAINS:
24 Lens cleaning wipes.

HEALTH HAZARD INFORMATION
for health hazard information, please reffer to MSDS.


